Quantum transport in disordered ferromagnetic (III,Mn)V semiconductors is studied theoretically. Mesoscopic wires exhibit an Anderson disorder-induced metal-insulator transition that can be controlled by a weak external magnetic field. This metal-insulator transition should also occur in other materials with large anisotropic magneto resistance effects. The transition can be useful for studies of zero-temperature quantum critical phase transitions and fundamental material properties.
We show that mesoscopic wires with a large anisotropic magneto resistance (AMR) effect [5] can undergo an Anderson metal-insulator transition driven by the magnetization direction which may be controlled by a weak external magnetic field. This is a new way to externally control a MIT. In systems with large AMR, the elastic mean free path (l) strongly depends on the magnetization direction (θ). Since the localization length (ξ) depends on l [6] , it also exhibits a strong magnetization direction dependence. Additionally, quantum confinement can enhance the θ dependence of ξ. In mesoscopic quantum wires with large AMR, there can be a magnetization direction (θ i ) where the localization length is shorter than the phase coherence length (L φ ) leading to insulating behavior. For another magnetization direction (θ m ), the localization length can be longer than the phase coherence length L φ giving a metallic behavior. Between those two magnetization directions there is an Anderson disorderinduced, metal-insulator transition [4] .
Let us crudely estimate the required material parameters for observing the AMR-driven MIT. For diffusive quantum wires, the conductance is G ≃ G Sh l/(l + L y ) where G Sh is the Sharvin conductance and L y is the wire length [6] . The wire becomes localized when G ∼ e 2 /h, thus ξ ∼ lG Sh h/e 2 [6] . Consequently, the ratio between the localization lengths for two different magnetization
. Now, consider a quantum wire long enough so that transport is localized for all magnetization directions. Here, R(θ) ∼ e Ly/ξ(θ) so that the AMR resistance ratio becomes
Ly(ξm−ξi)/(ξmξi) , where ξ i = ξ(θ i ). The maximum AMR ratio is achieved when L y approaches the longest localization length ξ m making the wire metallic for θ m while still localized for θ i . In this case, roughly, R(θ i )/R(θ m ) ∼ e ξm/ξi−1 . Assume that a resistance ratio around 5 is sufficient for observing the MIT experimentally. This requires a diffusive AMR ratio l(θ i )/l(θ m ) ∼ 0.6 and a Sharvin AMR ratio G Sh (θ i )/G Sh (θ m ) ∼ 0.6. Therefore, ferromagnetic wires close to the insulating phase with AMR effects around 40% or larger are good candidates for observing the MIT at low temperatures. It is easy to experimentally demonstrate that such a colossal magnetoresistance effect arises from the MIT because of its extreme temperature sensitivity. The temperature dependence of resistance and conductance fluctuations may also be used to extract the phase coherence length and its temperature dependence.
This low temperature metal-insulator transition will not occur in the conventional ferromagnets Fe, Ni, and Co. The spin-orbit interaction is weak and the AMR effect is only a couple of percent. Furthermore, Fe, Ni, and Co are good metals, k F l ≫ 1, and the Fermi wavelength (2π/k F ) is on the sub-nanometer scale so even nano-scale confinement will not drive the system to the insulating phase. Novel ferromagnetic materials are required.
We use mesoscopic wires of ferromagnetic (III,Mn)V semiconductors (DMS) to demonstrate the idea. Four features make DMS suitable: 1) The mean free path strongly depends on the magnetization direction [5] . 2) State-of-the art ferromagnetic (III,Mn)V semiconductors are dirty and poor metals with k F l ∼ 1 [7] , even bulk DMS are close to the insulating state.
3) The Fermi wavelength is very long (∼5nm) enabling the production of quantum wires with few transverse modes for rather modest constriction sizes. 4) The charge carrier concentration can be controlled by a gate potential. This may be used to decrease the Fermi energy (E F ) and increase the Fermi wavelength, i.e. reducing k F l and enhancing effects of quantum confinement. Both effects drive the system closer to the insulating phase.
Localization requires the localization length to be sig-nificantly shorter than the phase coherence length which has been measured in (Ga,Mn)As and (In,Mn)As to be ∼ (50, 100, 200)nm at temperatures ∼ (2000, 100, 20)mK, respectively [8] . We show below that for clean, k F l∼ 10, (Ga,Mn)As wires clear signatures of the metal-insulator transition are observed for L φ ∼ 400nm. Typical ferromagnetic (III,Mn)V semiconductors are much dirtier, k F l ∼ 1, than our simulations [9] . In these samples, L φ ∼ 50nm should be sufficient to observe the reported metal-insulator transition. The MIT we predict should, therefore, be observable with state-of-the art DMS. Scaling relations for a critical MIT gave good fits to measured resistivities as functions of temperature and magnetic field in DMS [7] . This further support the existence of a MIT in ferromagnetic (III,Mn)V semiconductors.
Critical phase transitions occur only in the thermodynamic limit. In finite systems, when the coherence length of critical fluctuations approaches the system size, finite size effects set in and prevent further development of singular behaviors [10] . In this sense, the metal-insulator transition we report is a cross-over. However, the phase coherence length and the localization length may be externally controlled by temperature and a gate potential. Thus, for a given set of material parameters, one may tune L φ and ξ such that the condition ξ θi ≪ L φ ≤ ξ θm is satisfied and a MIT may be studied within the finite size limitation [10] .
Magnetization controlled metal-insulator switching in (Ga,Mn)As tunnel junctions have recently been observed in experiments [11] . The switching was interpreted to result from the magnetization-direction dependent holebound-states in a thin depleted (Ga,Mn)As layer in contact with a tunnel junction or a constriction [11] . It is easy to distinguish between such a scenario [11] and the MIT reported here using the conductance fluctuations which for a switching scenario [11] should be dominated by conventional bulk conductance fluctuations. In contrast, we report an Anderson disorder-induced quantum critical metal-insulator transition with the corresponding quantum critical fluctuations which strongly depends on the magnetization direction.
We capture the essential quantum transport properties of ferromagnetic (III,Mn)V semiconductors with a discrete Hamiltonian
Here, γ 1 and γ 2 are the Luttinger parameters [12] , m e is the electron mass, J is a vector of 4×4 spin matrices for J=3/2 spins, and p is the momentum operator in a finite difference form, e.g.
, where a x is the lattice constant along xaxis. The first two terms in Eq. (1) is the 4×4 Luttinger Hamiltonian for zincblende semiconductors in the spherical approximation [13] . The third term in Eq. (1) describes the exchange interaction between itinerant holes and localized magnetic Mn dopants which are modeled by a mean-field, homogeneous exchange field h = J pd N M n M, where J pd , N M n and M are exchange interaction, volume density and average magnetic quantum number of the local Mn magnetic moments [14] , respectively. A slightly more complicated 6 band version of Eq.(1) quantitatively explains many features of DMS [14] .
Disorder is important in ferromagnetic (III,Mn)V semiconductors, but detailed knowledge of the impurity states and how they affect the transport properties are lacking [15] . The impurity types and configurations even depend on the annealing protocols [15] .
We consider the low temperature linear response transport regime.
The conductance is calculated using the Landauer-Bütikker formula G = n,m |t n,m | 2 e 2 /h, where t n,m is the transmission amplitude from transverse mode m to mode n at E F . Due to quantum coherence, our system is not self-averaging. To study general features, we ensemble average over N I =640 independent impurity configurations, e.g. G = NI i=1 G i /N I . The conductance fluctuation is defined as δG = G 2 − G 2 and the impurity-averaged resistance R = 1/ G . Our system is a discrete, disordered conductor sandwiched between two clean reservoirs with the same cross section. The transport direction is along the y-axis. The dimensions are L x = 36nm, L y = [15 − 1500nm] and L z = 27nm, comparable to recent experimental samples [8] . The spacings between the lattice points are a x =a y =a z =1.5nm, much smaller than the typical Fermi wavelengths used λ F ∼ 10nm. The hole density is assumed to vanish outside the wire's cross section. We calculate the conductance numerically using a stable transfer matrix method [16, 17] .
We consider homogeneous magnetizations in the z-y plane. The magnetization is parallel to the z-axis (wire) when θ =0 (θ =π/2). Special attention is on the directions: h ⊥ ≡ h 0ẑ , h ≡ h 0 (ẑ +ŷ)/ √ 2, and h ≡ h 0ŷ . The same subscripts are used for other quantities, e.g R ⊥ , R , and R . We use the model parameters: γ 1 = 7.0, γ 2 = 2.5, E F = 0.03eV , h 0 = 0.06eV and V 0 = 0.25eV [14] . Mesoscopic ferromagnetic (III,Mn)V semiconducting wires are generally expected to be partly depleted [18] . Hence, E F should be significantly smaller than its bulk value E F ∼ 0.1eV . Furthermore, E F may also be reduced by a gate potential. The impurity strength V 0 = 0.25eV gives l ∼ 20nm which correspond to a clean system, k F l ∼ 10 [9] . We estimate the mean free path by fitting the transmission probability T = G/G Sh to T (L y ) = l/(l + L y ) [6] . Fig. 1 inset shows the mean free path versus magnetization direction for a (Ga,Mn)As wire. We see that l decreases from 34nm to 17nm when the magnetization changes from perpendicular to parallel to the wire. We show below that this magnetization direction controlled reduction of the mean-free-path by a factor of two is sufficient to induce an observable metal-insulator transition.
The localization length is estimated using R ∝ e −Ly/ξ at large L y . Fig. 1 shows that the localization length decreases strongly for increasing magnetization angle, with a minimum ∼300nm at θ=π/2. Note that ξ(θ) decreases several times stronger than l(θ) due to quantum confinement [6] . Thus, for a given impurity strength there exist a large range of wire lengths (or phase coherence lengths in the case L φ < L y ) where ξ(θ=π/2) ≪ L y ≤ ξ(θ=0), and a metal-insulator transition may be driven continuously by the magnetization direction. FIG. 2: Impurity averaged resistance versus magnetization angle for a wire with length Ly = 750nm. Inset: Impurityaveraged resistance versus wire length for h ⊥ (triangles), h (circles) and h (squares). Linear lines are best fit to data at small Ly. Fig. 2 inset shows impurity-averaged resistances versus wire length for the magnetizations h ⊥ , h and h . The transport is diffusive for h ⊥ since R ⊥ is linear for all wire lengths up to L y = 750nm. R shows weak non-linear behavior for L y > 600nm. For R , a clear transition from linear to exponential behavior takes place around L y ∼ 300nm. Thus, the quantum wire is metallic for h ⊥ and localized for h . Between those two extreme directions, there is an Anderson disorder-induced metalinsulator transition which may be continuously controlled by the magnetization direction. Fig. 2 shows the impurity averaged resistance versus magnetization angle. We see a change in the behavior of R around θ = π/4, after which the resistance increases strongly for increasing angle indicating the insulating phase. For the particular wire the resistance increases ∼700% when θ increases from 0 to π/2. Compared to our simulations, state-of-the art experimental samples are much dirtier with much shorter localization lengths so that the AMR should greatly increase and become a colossal anisotropy magneto resistance effect.
Note that the anisotropy relation R ⊥ < R is tightly connected to the narrow wire geometry. In ferromagnetic (III,Mn)V semiconductor films and bulk systems, one finds experimentally the opposite AMR relation, R ⊥ > R [5] . We have also considered a film shaped system with L x =60nm and L z =18nm. All other parameters are the same as above. Here, we find R ⊥ > R , consistent with the experimental findings. The explanation is as follows. Due to the strong spin-orbit interaction, the Fermi surface for heavy holes is prolonged along the magnetization direction forcing the distribution of transverse (k x , k z ) modes/transport channels to be highly anisotropic for h = h ⊥ [17] . For bulk and film geometries, this anisotropy increases the probability for back scattering and thereby increases the resistance, R ⊥ . On the other hand, h = h gives a dense and circular symmetric distribution of transverse (k x , k z ) modes which in narrow wires leads to more confinement, i.e. stronger 1D character and consequently more back scattering and higher resistance, R .
Finally, we use the the conductance fluctuations to confirm the existence of a metal-insulator transition. For ballistic transport δG = 0. In the transition between ballistic and diffusive transport δG has a peak above its universal value at L y ∼ l [19] . In the diffusive regime, δG attains a universal value [20] . In the localized regime, (δG) 2 ∝ G and, thus, decreases for increasing wire (or phase coherence length) [19] . Fig. 3 shows conductance fluctuations versus wire length for the magnetizations h ⊥ , h and h . Since the first shown value for δG is at L y =15nm comparable to the mean-free-path, we do not see the rise from δG = 0 expected for the L y = 0 (ballistic) case. We see that δG for all magnetization directions has a peak around L y ∼ l ∼ 20nm before they decrease to the same universal value. Despite large differ- ences in the Sharvin resistances, conductances and meanfree-paths all magnetizations give, within numerical uncertainties, the same universal conductance fluctuations, δG ≈ 0.28e 2 /h. We see that the wire length must be ∼ 10 times longer than the mean-free-path before the conductance fluctuation reaches its universal value. For h and L y > 300nm, the conductance fluctuation drops from its universal value and decreases for increasing wire length. This clearly indicates a localized phase where δG ∝ G [19] , in agreement with single parameter scaling [21] . This drop in δG may be used to study the phase coherence length and its temperature dependence in the localized regime.
In conclusion, we have shown that (Ga,Mn)As mesoscopic wires of experimental sizes exhibit at mK temperatures an Anderson disorder-induced metal-insulator transition which may be continuously driven by the magnetization direction, which is a new way to control a MIT. This metal-insulator transition may be useful for studies of zero-temperature quantum critical phase transitions and fundamental properties of ferromagnetic (III,Mn)V semiconductors. The universal conductance fluctuations of (Ga,Mn)As wires are found to be independent of the magnetization direction, δG ≈ 0.28e 2 /h. We thank S. Girvin, C. Gould, A. H. MacDonald, L. W. Molenkamp, A. Sudbø, Z. Tesanovic, C. Varma, and G. Zarand for stimulating discussions. This work has been supported by the Research Council of Norway through grant no. 162742/V00, 167498/V30, computing time through the Notur project and EC Contract IST-033749 "DynaMax".
